TIME + TIDE

4 days/3 nights
From $5245 per person twin share*
Departs daily ex Lusaka

Tour cost per person from:*
Twin Single
Chinzombo Camp $7201 $7201
Mchenja Camp, Kakuli, Luwi & Nsolo Bush Camps $5245 $5245

*Based on two people sharing, singles on request.

Tailor made safaris of 6 nights plus and groups of 6 plus will receive a discount on accommodation rates.

INCLUSIONS
Light aircraft transfer Lusaka-Mfuwe return, airporflodge transfers, full board accommodation, game drives and activities, local drinks and house wines, laundry, park fees.
Children: 8+ at Kakuli, Mchenja, 12+ at Luwi and Nsolo. Children welcome at Chinzombo by prior agreement.

Time + Tide, founded by pioneer Norman Carr, operate one permanent lodge: Time + Tide Chinzombo, as well as 4 seasonal bush camps. All camps offer luxury combined with expert service in Zambia’s pristine South Luangwa National Park. Combining two or more of these camps together allows you to travel on foot from one bushcamp to the next. Guided gameviewing is by 4WD vehicle, on foot and occasionally by boat. Night drives are also offered.

TIME + TIDE KAKULI
(Open 20 Jan-04 Apr & 20 May-07 Nov)
Perched above the Luangwa River, Time + Tide Kakuli offers vistas of the plentiful wildlife below. Re-designed in 2018 it consists of 5 classic walk-in tents containing ensuite bathrooms, as well as a central bar and lounge constructed out of reed and thatch. From its location close to the confluence of two rivers, the views are spectacular and game is often observed without having to leave camp.

TIME + TIDE LUWI
(Open 20 May-31 Oct)
Magical Time + Tide Luwi sits near a permanent lagoon filled with crocodiles and hippo, with no other camps or people for miles around. Its 5 thatched guest chalets are extremely comfortable and equipped with personal bush showers. Meals are usually served al fresco, whilst there is a hide where sundowners can be enjoyed whilst viewing the parade of animals that come to quench their thirst.

TIME + TIDE NSOLO
(Open 20 May-31 Oct)
Situated after the ebony grove in which it is set, Nsolo comprises 5 octagonal guest tents, each fitted with ensuite open-air bathrooms and Victorian bathtubs boasting river views. The central lounge area is built around fallen trees and overlooks a number of waterholes frequented by local wildlife. The camp is also surrounded by excellent trails threading through lion, leopard and wild dog territory.

TIME + TIDE MCHENJA
(Open 20 May-07 Nov)
Named after the ebony grove in which it is set, Mchenja comprises 5 octagonal guest tents, each fitted with ensuite open-air bathrooms and Victorian bathtubs boasting river views. The central lounge area is built around fallen trees and features a swimming pool. Brunch is enjoyed here, whilst dinners are often served on the river bank beneath the stars.

TIME + TIDE CHINZOMBO
(Open year round)
Designed by award-winning architects, Time + Tide Chinzombo brings a level of luxury previously unseen in the Luangwa Valley. Set on the banks of the Luangwa River this property has 6 sublime villas including a family suite each with their own private swimming pools. The main camp features spacious dining and lounge areas while a large wooden deck extends out toward the river.

INCLUSIONS
Light aircraft transfer Lusaka-Mfuwe return, airport/lodge transfers, full board accommodation, game drives and activities, local drinks and house wines, laundry, park fees.
Children: 8+ at Kakuli, Mchenja, 12+ at Luwi and Nsolo. Children welcome at Chinzombo by prior agreement.

TIME + TIDE, founded by pioneer Norman Carr, operate one permanent lodge: Time + Tide Chinzombo, as well as 4 seasonal bush camps. All camps offer luxury combined with expert service in Zambia’s pristine South Luangwa National Park. Combining two or more of these camps together allows you to travel on foot from one bushcamp to the next. Guided gameviewing is by 4WD vehicle, on foot and occasionally by boat. Night drives are also offered.

TIME + TIDE KAKULI
(Open 20 Jan-04 Apr & 20 May-07 Nov)
Perched above the Luangwa River, Time + Tide Kakuli offers vistas of the plentiful wildlife below. Re-designed in 2018 it consists of 5 classic walk-in tents containing ensuite bathrooms, as well as a central bar and lounge constructed out of reed and thatch. From its location close to the confluence of two rivers, the views are spectacular and game is often observed without having to leave camp.

TIME + TIDE LUWI
(Open 20 May-31 Oct)
Magical Time + Tide Luwi sits near a permanent lagoon filled with crocodiles and hippo, with no other camps or people for miles around. Its 5 thatched guest chalets are extremely comfortable and equipped with personal bush showers. Meals are usually served al fresco, whilst there is a hide where sundowners can be enjoyed whilst viewing the parade of animals that come to quench their thirst.

TIME + TIDE NSOLO
(Open 20 May-31 Oct)
Situated after the ebony grove in which it is set, Time + Tide Nsolo has 5 grass-and-thatch guest chalets with private verandas and large open-air bathrooms. The shared lounge, bar and dining areas overlook a number of waterholes frequented by local wildlife. The camp is also surrounded by excellent trails threading through lion, leopard and wild dog territory.